Moving Picture To Celebrate Armistice Day

Committee Plans To Hold Poll Of Opinion At Institute

LECTURE TO BE GIVEN

"All Quiet on the Western Front" will be shown by the Wasson Photo Service at 4:30 P.M. today in Room 10-250, as a presentation for Armistice Day. The movie will be sponsored by the Technological Peace Federation, the commemoration for Armistice Day.

Three organizations have formed a joint committee which will work to promote peace interests at the Institute. The committee is endeavoring to secure Professor Frederick L. Schonberg of Williams College to lecture on the problem of keeping America out of war.

Opinion Poll To Be Held

In about three weeks the committee will hold a poll of public opinion concerning the position of the United States as a neutral. The results will be made public.

Meeting Of Outing Club Wednesday

Freshmen To Meet Officers; Short Talks Will Follow Discussions

As an announcement has been made by the Outing Club, freshmen will come to the meeting of the club tomorrow afternoon at 4:30 P.M. in Room 10-250. The purpose of the meeting is to give members an opportunity to meet the officers and other members of the club, and to discuss business matters.

Officers of the club will give short talks on the activities with which each is best acquainted. Among the more important business items which will be brought up are the dates of the club's picnic and the starting of the photography club.

A square dance will be given by the women in the Orange Organization on Friday afternoon.

Jerome T. Coe Receives Alpha Chi Sigma Honor

Jerrone T. Coe, '42, has been awarded the Alpha Chi Sigma honor award for excellence in Chemistry during the past year. Coe is a member of the freshman class, and was chosen by a committee of the university. Coe has received a rating of 5.00 both terms last year, won the award by receiving the highest average in 5.01 and 5.02 last year.

The recipient of the award is chosen by a board of professors in the Chemistry department. The name of the recipient has been added to the list of previous winners on the place in Book 200.

C.P.S. Sponsors Student-Faculty Camera Contest

Three Prizes To Be Awarded; Pictures Will Be Hung In Galleries

For the first time in the history of the institute, students and members of the instructing staff will be able to compete in a joint photographic contest which is sponsored by the Combined Photographic Societies and the Faculty Picture Committee. All pictures must be entered in Room 9407 on or before November 15 to meet the deadline of the contest. A three-dollar first prize will be awarded for the most outstanding picture submitted. In addition, the first prize winners and the honorable mention pictures will be put on exhibition in the Technical Review, and later will be submitted to the Collegiate Digest for possible publication.

Pictures To Be Exhibited

All of the pictures entered in the contest will be placed on exhibition at the galleries opposite the Bursar's Office, and in the Technology Planning Shop galleries from November 15 to December 1.

Arthur Hammond, a Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society, and a member of the Boston Camera Club's Exhibit Committee, Dean Harlow, and Professor Frederick G. Schonberg, Jr., chairman of the Faculty Photographic Societies, will judge the pictures. Students will be invited to the judging.

Dormitory Frosh To Attend Dinner

New Men To Hear Activities; Explain Systems Of Organization

About 150 dormitory freshmen will be introduced to activities at a free dinner at 6:30 P.M. in North Hall.

"Our freshman dinner is for the freshmen," said Walter M. Walnath, '46, chairman of the dormitory freshmen committee.

Athletes will be represented by Bob Adams and Donald H. Kecki, and the orchestra will be represented by the M.T.A.A.A.

The four publications will be represented by William B. Walsh, '46, for The Tech; Jack E. Baldwin, '46, an advertising manager, and Professor Frederick G. Fassett, Jr., editor of the Television Review.

"The freshman dinner is for the future, and the freshmen should be interested in the future," said the chairman.

The dinner will be held in the dormitories.

Sex Lecture To Be Given

Problem Facing Students; To Be Subject Of Magoun Talk

How to face problems in sex intelligently is the question to be discussed by Professor F. Alexander Magoun, '13, at 4:30 P.M. today in Room 10-250. Magoun will be attended by Professor Magoun, in the fact that the approach to sex has often been repressed, thereby raising an important question. F. Alexander Magoun, '13, professor of physiology will be introduced, to discuss this problem. From the universal postponement of marriage and the fact that the problem is being constantly discussed in the press and in the magazines, the audience is expected to attend. The question will be treated intelligently.

Dr. Lindgren, Retired Prof., Dies Nov. 3rd

Distinguished Geologist At Technology During Thirty Years

In Waverly, Iowa, on November 3rd, at 59 years of age, died Dr. William Lindgren, professor of geology at the Institute, who treated the students with his personality and his geologic personality.

"Dr. Lindgren was a great teacher, and his students always loved him," said Mr. Lindgren's assistant, Prof. H. J. Swanson.

Dr. Lindgren received his Ph.D. in geology from the University of Minnesota in 1909, and taught at the Institute from 1910 to 1936. He was a member of the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, and the Geological Society of America.

The body was taken to the morgue for immediate identification, and the funeral will be held at the Institute on Monday morning.

Boat Club Dance

Tickets On Sale

Dorms To Hold Formal To Take Place At North Hall November 17

Boat Club, which has been trying to get a dormitory dance for some time, is expected to have a formal dance at North Hall this afternoon.

Tickets will be on sale today and tomorrow morning. The price is $2.50 per couple, and may be bought at the dormitories. The money will be turned over to the boat club, and the winner of the dance will be chosen by lot.
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SACRED HEART'S INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

The New Year has already been carried out. "We cannot think about that third answer and believe in the possibility which only concerted consideration can make into a probability.

If enough people in this country would think about that third answer and believe it to be the correct one, it would become the correct one. They would make it so.

We must make it the correct one. We must build up within ourselves a power of sympathy for the people who are being misled and of pity for those who lead them, a power which will withstand the blasts of the battle spirit. There is some reason for that perseverance of the soul which the leaders of nations are showing, some reason perhaps beyond their ability to understand. It is not their fault. We cannot cure that perseverance with the scalpel of hatred.

We must not let the tide of emotion, which is rising in this country, overpower us. That emotion is false and ugly. It is as much a symptom of the emotional tide which is sweeping the world as is the similar tide which holds power over so many other nations is a shame to their names. We must firmly believe in the possibility of our entrance into the war, that any discussion of that entrance becomes impossible. If we do not wish to fight, we will not; nor will we be fought.

ELECTIONS


MORSE COURTS

More bewailed is the fate of the hard working Institute student, who is hard put to find time for athletics. Of these diversions, the most convenient for the average student is tennis. Tennis can be played in the spare time at odd moments, and the possession of a racquet requires no time-consuming conditioning.

However, tennis is not the most convenient game for the Tech man. He must sign up for the court weeks in advance and often he gets one, it is nothing to talk about.

The Institute is now in the midst of an expansion of its athletic plant. We would like to suggest that in this expansion the Institute provide for a sufficient number of well designed courts that more students may have the opportunity to play the game frequently.

Catholic Club To Be Host to Sixty Simmons Girls

Sixty girls from Simmons will be present at a dance this evening, to super dance to be held tonight in the Tech Auditorium at 6:30 P.M.

The program for the evening is to be the Rev. Robert Sheridan, head of the Catholic Youth Organization in the Boston Diocese. The number of men present will be limited to seventy-five. No further dancing will be available until midnight.

Tickets at Thirty-five cents to members and one dollar to non-members. Tickets on sale only to those who are first to arrive.

Dr. Lindgren

Lindgren was a member of the National Academy of Sciences, the National Society of Fellows in Science which he was president in 1924, the American Physical Society, the American Institute of Science, the American Association of University Clubs, and the Cosmos Club. He was the author of the well-known book, "Mineral Deposits," and of many reports on mining and geology in government publications and technical journals.

T.C.A. Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

The drive, getting under way Saturday, received extensive publicity and was successful in raising approximately $75 which was allocated by the student body as follows: $55 from the Tech, $10 from the University Club and the Cosmopolitan Club. The total amount raised was estimated at $900 and the total amount contributed has been allotted by all the T.C.A. activities this year.

A meeting of the entire Tech faculty will be held Wednesday, November 15, at which time the T.C.A. activities will be reviewed and changes and plans which will be made for the future will be discussed.

It is probable, stated Albert Jordan, faculty advisor, that the activities of the T.C.A. will be continued next year, although the income from the ration sales this year has been lower than expected.

T.C.A. activity for this year.

To Sixty Simmons Girls

(Continued from Page 1)

To be held from 8:30 to 11:30 P.M. on December 1.

Bull Session Meal Attended By 162

Dinner Has Traditional Red Apple As Favor to Those Present

Approximately one hundred forty people present to (name of person) and (name of person) at the dinner to be held in the Walker Dining Room.

The favor of the day is a red apple and the men present will receive a favor to "Red Apple" as favor to those present.

SACRED HEART'S INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Have you ever been at the battery in the basement of Crafts? Have you ever given any thought to the fact that the door was unlocked; that there was nobody guarding the place; that food was there for the taking? Did you ever give much thought to the fact that the "dunkers" wash their own dishes, and that they put the money in the cup without anybody checking up on them?

We hear a lot of big words these days: democracy, civil liberties, Americanism, etc.; but we rarely recognize that it is a score of small, individually insignificant acts of honesty and cooperation that give to these phrases life and meaning.
Juniors Shade Sophs 6-1 To Average Tie In 1938 Field Day

41 Team Maintains Perfect Record In Victory

Undefeated Winners Gain Mythical School Championship

In a grudge battle marked by nine points penalties and the expulsion of two players from the game, the juniors withstood a determined but ill-starred attack by the sophomores and tied with them, 6-1.

The first quarter of the game was a passing duel which greatly favored the sophomores. John Arnold, junior, passed the ball to his teammate, Paul Jenkins of the sophomores, who fumbled the ball away near the junior goal line.

The second quarter was an exciting half filled with much energy and skillful play on both sides. The sophomores, however, were able to take advantage of the junior's absence and tie the game at 1-1.

The junior halfback, Dan Crosby, scored a field goal early in the third quarter, only to have the sophomores respond with a touchdown and extra point. The game ended at 6-1.

Pistol And Rifle Practice Begins

Varsity Team Has 5 Games Scheduled; Frosh To Have Three Games

Pistol and rifle practice at the rifle range has been going on during the past two weeks with much variety and excitement. The practice is being conducted entirely under the direction of the varsity team.

The first match was scheduled for Thursday evening, but was canceled due to inclement weather. The next matches are scheduled for next Tuesday and Thursday.

Wrestling Prospects Good, Many Veterans Turn Out

With all of last year's varsity team graduating, it looks very promising for the wrestling team this year. There is a great deal of interest and enthusiasm among the veterans.

The team will practice three times a week, always being open to new members.

The Tech

M. I. T. Coeds Win Dinghies

Domina Spencer Makes 37 Of A Possible 40 Points

The female division of the National Association upheld M.I.T.'s reputation for being tops in the dinghy sailing world, by winning a powerhouse duel with Harvard, 15 to 8.

In addition to the dinghy races, the varsity women's team also competed in the co-ed races, finishing second overall.

The courses were sailed at the Craftsbury Sculling Center, second in the state, and the competition was fierce.

The Tech Girls' Dinghy and Greer team continued on the same level as last season, with the women's novice dinghies also performing well.

The winter intersession was held in Quogue, Long Island, and the team continued their excellent performance.

Soccermen Lose To Clark By 2-1 As Haden Stars

Freshmen Also Bow, 5-0 To Springfield; Hoyt And Wilkie Shine

Bob Hoyt and Freshman Wilkie scored two goals each on Clark's opposition. The goal for Clark was scored by their backfield man, and the first-year man bowed to the other team.

The Cardinal and Grey team continued to dominate the competitions, scoring 18 goals in total, and only allowing 6 goals in response.

Chalice Crew Cup Captured By 5-15 Club
Phi Gamma Delta Beaten Narrowly In Close Finish Race

Victor Win Beer

The composition comprised of two freshmen and a fresh, in which the winners of the first two races took the prize. Crews competing in the final were the 5-15 Club, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Delta Zeta, Delta Tau Delta, and Sigma Nu.

The winning crew from the 5-15 club, consisting of Gavin, stoker, Bixby, Howard, Bourn, Wilson, Morse, Vandyverd, Young, and Mansardi, culminated just ahead of Phi Gamma Delta.

No Mishaps Occur

No mishaps occurred in spite of the strong headwinds encountered on Saturday, the first race of the day. The weather was perfect for the event.

Correction of the last issue: Good-bye, good-bye to the first down from, not with.
Lowell Institute Begins Lectures

The first of a series of lectures sponsored by the Lowell Institute will be given by Samuel H. Crane, Ph.D., professor of Slavic languages and literatures at Harvard University, on Tuesday, November 21, at 8 p.m. Professor of Slavic languages and literatures typical of the modern American girl. For real smoking pleasure the pick of them all is Chesterfield because its right combination of mildness and Better Taste... they are finding out that for Real Mildness and Better Taste the pick of them all is Chesterfield.
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Dordian Selects Twelve Members

Twelve Junior and Senior dormitory residents were elected to Dordian, Honorary Society for domiciliary upperclassmen, at a recent meeting of the society.

The newly elected members are: David L. Goldner, '41; Robert A. Groeneweg, '41; George Kandit, '41; Norman R. Kinsman, '41; Raymond L. Krieger, '41; Charles H. King, '41; Teddy W. Walker, '41; Charles M. Kline, '41; Joseph H. Bowman, '41; Franklin D. Pennell, '41; Joseph E. Dusting, '41; Frank L. Langham, Jr., '41; and Joseph E. Dinsmore, '41.

The new members will be initiated at a banquet on Tuesday, November 11, at 6:30 P.M. in the Faculty Room.